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The best introduction to live performing for the entry level to experienced musician. The book

covers topics from booking to getting paid, including promotion, loading in/out and how not to

piss off the sound guy. The attitudes of the typical music venue booking agents and other staff

are made clear, so as to avoid misunderstandings. Nobody should play a gig locally or on the

road without first reading this book.Editorial reviews:"David Barber's new book, "Gigging: The

Book" is an informative, well written and helpful guide to new musicians and experienced ones

alike. He gives lots of great ways for artists to improve their visibility, get fans to shows and

great tips on how to create authentic, lasting relationships with talent buyers and venue

owners.Plus, it's got a great sense of humor to it as well!" - Nina Storey, Professional touring

artist“This book should undoubtedly be put in the hands of every musician aspiring to not only

play great gigs, but to be viewed professionally in the whirlwind of an industry." - Tim Wenger,

Colorado Music Buzz“Barber…does a good job at letting total newbies know what to expect

when setting up or playing their first gig…” - Brian F. Johnson, Marquee MagazineDave Barber

is a true-blue veteran of the Denver music scene. He has absorbed the realities of the music

business from the ground up, being out there in the clubs night after night, observing bands,

club owners, soundmen, waitresses and groupies act the hero and the fool-sometimes on the

same night. His book, Gigging, is a nuts and bolts ABC of what to do, and even more

importantly, what NOT to do as a beginning musician trying to break onto the local scene. His

wisdom applies to any local scene, because it is simple and universal. This ain’t rocket-

science, but if you don’t know how to call a booking agent, talk to the soundman or collect your

dough at the end of the night it might as well be. I would suggest any inexperienced musician

check out Dave’s book. If every young musician did, there would be a lot more successful

bands and a lot fewer bored audiences. - Paul Epstein, Owner, Twist and Shout



DEDICATION This book is dedicated to the millions of musicians who go play their hearts out

every weekend, and sometimes on Thursday, for very little pay, a few drinks, the fans who

show up to dance, and because they love  the music.  
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INTRODUCTION Welcome to Gigging. This book will teach you everything you need to know

about playing gigs, from Booking to Getting Paid, except how to play your instrument, of

course This section tells you how the author learned all this stuff, what the book covers and

doesn't cover and, about the Additional Information in the Backstage section of this book. We

hope you will enjoy it and laugh out loud at some of the tongue-in-cheek comments you will

read, as well as the ridiculous True Gig Stories we share. 

Who I AmMy name is David A. Barber and I’m an addict. I’ve been addicted to the music scene

for a couple decades and I’m not even trying to quit. At age 21 I had a buddy who was a

drummer in a popular blues band. I went to see him play a few times and got hooked. The

excitement of the live gig - not knowing what would happen, who would show up, or how much

fun I was going to have – proved more enticing than I could handle. In a few years I found

myself going out every Friday and Saturday night checking out, not just my favorite bands, but

also the opening acts. Watching bands grow from nobodies to headliners or breakup and

disappear forever. Rarely, I’ve watched them get signed. It is exciting! I wanted to be part of it

and even tried to become a drummer, but didn’t have the patience to practice enough.

Eventually, I quit my day job to start my own company that specialized in helping out bands

and venues with websites, publicity, and various other aspects of the music business. I

volunteered for the Entertainment Committee of the massive annual CHUN Capitol Hill

People’s Fair, which runs six stages filled with live music all weekend for crowds up to 250,000

strong. I was asked to be on the Westword Music Showcase Nominating Committee. I became

a founding member of the Colorado Music Association, the Colorado music industry’s

networking, education, and support resource. I continue to serve on that organization’s Board

of Directors. I even took jobs working the door at various local music clubs. Along the way, I

built a website dedicated to local music (http://www.RockOnColorado.com) and made friends

with hundreds of musicians (wish I could keep all their names straight...). Over the years I

witnessed first-hand many mistakes bands made and started sharing that knowledge with the

bands I liked. When I got tired of repeating the same things over and over, I started writing



them down and posting them online. Eventually, I realized I had a book. So here it is:

Everything I can think of that might be helpful to bands, especially local bands with respect to

Gigging. There’s a lot more I know that’s not about gigging, but that’s for another book. Listen

to me on Band Talk, the weekly program devoted to independent musicians and the music

business, with co-hosts Carmen Allgood and Mark Maverick on indie104.com  

What This Book Covers And What's Left Out This book is not about how to play your

instrument(s). It’s not about how to get signed, get your music on the radio, or anything else

concerned with becoming a big famous superstar. Though, it might help you on your way. It’s

about gigging. How do you get along with the sound guy? What happens if you piss off the

bartender? It covers booking the gig, playing the gig, and getting paid for it. That’s it. Turns out

there’s a lot of stuff in there. Some topics, like promotion, have entire books written about them

already, so we don’t spend too much time on those. This book is focused on the local or

regional gigs where the majority of bands play most often. We do talk about touring, but only as

it pertains to routine gigs. Some of what we cover will also apply to huge arena gigs, if you can

get them. We’re here for the local guys and gals who play their hearts out every weekend and

sometimes on Thursdays. The True Gig Stories are true, but in order to protect the innocent,

and not embarrass the guilty, we did change the names of the bands, venues, and others

involved. We’ve decided to call all the bands by the same name “Neddy and the Losers” who

play most often at the “Up Chuck Club.” Additional InformationAdditional information is

provided at the back of this book in the Backstage section. This is information that is relevant,

but not directly part of the gigging process. 

BEFORE THE GIG There are things that should always be done before you arrive at the gig.

You've got to book the gig first (obviously) and we tell you how to go about that. Then, you will

need to promote your upcoming show, so people will actually come. We give you an overview

of this important topic. 

Different Kinds Of GigsWhen any band plays out they will undoubtedly encounter a wide

variety of gigs. Sometimes even very similar gigs, like those at the same club, can end up very

differently. This may depend on the employees of the venue, the other bands on the bill, the

weather, or any number of other things. But we’ll talk about all that later. Here are a few of the

many different kinds of gigs: club gigs, theater gigs, arenas, coffee shops, churches, private

parties, weddings, hotel lounges, restaurants, biker bars, house concerts, and... the list can go

on and on. These gigs are all very different, but they all have things in common and we’ll point

out the areas where they are different as we proceed. Just remember that every gig is different

and you never know who will be in the audience. Some gigs pay well and others pay nothing at

all, but might be worth playing for a variety of other reasons, like selling your merch, growing

your fan base, or impressing potential VIPs. KNOW YOUR GENREWhat’s your genre? This

article will tell you why it’s so important to be able to answer the question “What kind of music

do you play?” and some hints on how to handle it if you play music that’s not so easily pigeon-

holed. Booking is an annoying and thankless task best left to professionals. However, since this

book is for bands that probably can’t get a professional booking agent to return their calls, you

will probably have to do it yourself. 

Book The Gig Here’s how booking works: You contact the venue, tell them about your band,

and beg for a gig. If they like what you’re doing, or figure you’re worth taking a shot on, they will

book you. Sounds pretty simple, but sometimes it’s not. If you’re a new band, or new to the



area (meaning you haven’t played a bunch of gigs in that town before), you need find the

venues that have an audition night. It could be an open stage, or some kind of gloriously

named showcase, and it will probably be on an off night (Sunday-Wednesday at most places)

We know. Your band is really hot and you deserve a headlining spot on a Friday or Saturday

night. But the booking person you’re dealing with has never heard of you before and needs to

be convinced that you’re worth taking a chance on. These people get contacted every day by

new bands that think they are the hottest band ever. Very few live up their own hype. This is

why many venue booking people are notoriously difficult to contact, or to deal with. They deal

constantly with people who, perhaps like you, don’t know the first thing about booking. (So, it’s

a good thing you have this book.) They also deal with seasoned pros who know exactly what’s

going on. Their job is tedious and annoying, so, from their perspective, the less trouble you

cause, and the fewer stupid questions you ask, the better. First, make sure your band is

appropriate for the venue. If it’s a jazz club, don’t try to book your metal band there and vice-

versa. At the same time, be aware that clubs commonly experiment with different kinds of acts

on different nights, hoping to find something that will bring in a crowd, so if you hear that a jazz

club is now booking metal, it’s worth checking out. Next, visit their website. Most venues, if they

are interested in booking new acts, will have an easy online way for bands to get their

information to the booking guy (sometimes also referred to as a talent buyer). It may be a very

elaborate form you have to fill out, or it may simply be an email address and instructions on

what they want. Either way, pay careful attention to what they are asking for and provide that

information. You will need to get them, at minimum, a short description of your band, your

genre, and a sample of your music. Almost any social networking profile will work for this, but

it’s not your only option. A professionally built website with the same information, and nice

design is best, but facebook will work. Currently, Reverbnation, Garageband, and Sonicbids are

also fairly popular. The point is that you must provide the booking person with as much

information as they need to decide if they want to book you, but not so much that it takes them

an hour figure out what kind of band you are. In the past, bands had to produce promo packs,

which commonly included a one page biography, a CD (or cassette tape in the pre-CD era), a

printed 8"x10" promo photo, some information, like where your band has been playing in the

past, and what bigger bands you may have opened for. Additionally, reviews of your shows and

music were commonly included. All the same stuff should be in your online profile. Be thankful

you no longer need to print up all this stuff and mail it to a long list of venues.. Once you have

submitted your material to the booking person, be patient. They might get back to you quickly,

or it might take them weeks. It’s OK to politely inquire a week later to make sure they got your

stuff and have your contact information. But, don’t be a pest! These are very busy people who

are under a lot of pressure to book good bands that will fill the room. If they tell you that your

act isn’t a good fit for their room, thank them for their time and move on to the next venue. If

you piss off that booking person by calling them every day and insisting that your band is better

than the hundreds of other bands in town, they might decide to screw you over and not book

you at all. On the other hand, they do like to see new bands who are serious about playing and

promoting themselves. It’s a fine line between being persistent and being a pest. Make sure

they know how big your email list is (assuming it’s huge) and your relative popularity on the

web. Most booking people have heard all kinds of crazy claims and they aren’t likely to believe

any of it until you prove yourself. Once the booking person has decided to book your act, he will

ask you if you’re available on certain dates. It’s a good idea to have some dates pre-cleared,

meaning everyone in your band will definitely be available to play on those dates. Don’t

assume anything. Once he has given you a date tell him you should confirm with the entire



band just to be sure no conflicts have popped up. Always check with everyone in the band

about every date. You never know when someone will have some other unforeseen

commitment. Then, contact the booking person back and tell him you can do it for sure. You will

also want to discuss payment, what time you go on, how long of a set you will get, if there’s a

sound check, etc. It’s best to understand all these things right off the bat so there is no

confusion. If he sends you an email with the details forward it to all the other band members.

Everyone will need to know these details, not just you. Most venues will follow up with you in

the weeks before the show. (Sometimes this is referred to as “advancing the show.”) This is to

make sure you’re still there, and the band hasn’t broken up, or booked some other gig on the

same night. Some venues will also want you to come down and pick up or drop off promotional

materials such as posters or tickets. Whatever it is they want you to do, do it. It may count

against you for future bookings if you don’t. It’s a good business practice to turn down gigs that

are offered to you for dates that you already have booked. Unless you’re being offered an

opening slot for Green Day, you risk pissing off the booking guy at your local bread and butter

venue by canceling a gig there to play another competing venue, even if it’s for more money.

When it’s a once in a lifetime opportunity, OK, go for it, but if it’s anything short of that, don’t.

You make the job of the booking guy more difficult by canceling your gig. He will remember that

next time you contact him asking for a gig. The time to play venues against each other is at the

initial booking of the show, where you can possibly say something like: “The place down the

street pays us twice that much. If you can’t match it, I’ll go play down there.” Just make sure

you really have that other offer down the street, because if it’s bogus, the booking person will

probably know and call your bluff. Yes, he does have a pretty good idea of what they pay at the

venue down the street. He/she might even be friends with the booking person there. Having

2,000 Facebook likes is not going to impress any booking person. Having 100,000 plays of

your song that’s on Soundcloud (or wherever) might impress them. However, if those listeners

are 12 year olds living in another state, it’s not going to help you bring a crowd to any 21+ club,

no matter where it is. Booking professionals understand this all too well. If you need to cancel

for any reason, please let the booking person know as soon as possible, so he can fill the slot

with another act. One sure fire way to make sure your band never plays that venue again is to

pull a no show, no call. Everyone has emergencies and other unexpected stuff happens. If you

can’t make the gig and have a legitimate reason for it, let them know. Some will be forgiving

and even re-book you for another date. If your reason for canceling is lame or not believable,

they will smell it a mile off and probably treat you badly. Expect it. If you make their life difficult

by canceling at the last minute, they aren’t going to appreciate it and they might not want to

deal with you again.

Kerry Pastine, “Learn the easy way by reading this book!. This book could have saved me a lot

of pain in my early music career, but even as I read it in 2014, it gave me simple reminders of

how to be as professional as I can in this industry. I like how the reader can refer to different

topics in the book when looking for advice and direction, which is short and to the point. Every

musician wants some type of success in the music industry and yet many musicians don't take

their part seriously. Read this book from cover to cover (it's small) or use it as a reference

guide, but keep it close. It will save you a lot of hassle as you manage your career! Note: this
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book was written in 2012 and already much has changed in the industry, but the sage advice

on how to act like a pro is timeless.”

Michael Schuessler, “"Gigging" hits the mark!. Being in the music business for a number of

years I realized that there is much more to booking a gig than most realize. David's book,

"Gigging" takes you from the very beginning of the process to the end. It tells you everything

you need to know to go to that Next Level! It is a valuable tool for all bands or anyone in the

music industry. A definite HOW TO guide that works!! I highly recommend this book for

anyone in the music industry, it definitely delivers!!Michael SchuesslerCEO and Producer of

Denver's Heartbeat/ Denver Music TelevisionPresident of GlobalCamZ Unlimited”

Funny guy, “Great for starting Bands. Read this book and thought it was a great read for any

beginning bands. I know working in the bar business years ago that some of the bands could

have used this book. It teaches them what to do and why they should do it for continued

success with their band.With the author's first hand experience it really drives home what a

band should do so they can continue to perform at various locations. It is a small band world

and one does not want to upset anyone.Sean Z.”

Amugg04, “An Essential for Bands, Managers, Agents and even Roadies!. Thank you for

putting something out there that can help anyone in the music business that is performing live

shows!Give it a look and you'll be able to take away a few good tips and pointers.”

The book by David Barber has a rating of  5 out of 2.6. 5 people have provided feedback.
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